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Abstract

Beam dynamics simulations for computationally large
problems are challenging tasks. On the one hand, for the
accurate simulation the electromagnetic field distribution
within the whole device and the surrounding environment,
it is essential to consider all necessary device components
including even small geometry details, complicated mate-
rial distributions and the field excitations. On the other
hand, additional computational effort has to be put into
precise modeling of the injected particle beam for accurate
beam dynamics simulations.

Under linear conditions, it is possible to separate the field
calculation of the device from the computation of the par-
ticles self-field which can result in the proper application
of diverse numerical schemes for the individual field con-
tributions. In the paper, a technique is presented by means
of which the static electric and magnetic fields of a Wien
filter beam line element can be treated as applied external
fields within the beam dynamics simulation tool V-Code
under the assumption that the interaction of the particle
beam with the surrounding materials can be neglected.

INTRODUCTION

A schematic configuration of the analyzed Wien filter is
shown in Fig. 1. It is installed in a test stand to set up a new
polarized electron gun at the superconducting linear accel-
erator in Darmstadt (S-DALINAC) [1] which is designed
to supplement the reliable non-polarized electron source to
extend the range of experiments.

The polarized electrons are extracted from a strained gal-
lium arsenide photo cathode which can be illuminated by
laser pulses of a proper time structure and intensity. After
extraction, the polarized electrons are bent into the injec-
tor beam line with the help of an alpha magnet. In order
to align the polarized electrons to the experimental needs,
a Wien filter beam line element acting as a spin rotator is
included.

In Fig. 1, the main filter components necessary to excite
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the electric and magnetic fields are visualized. To get an in-
sight into the element, part of the housing and the magnetic
yoke have been cut away. A static homogeneous magnetic
flux density in horizontal direction is obtained by impress-
ing a constant electric current through the symmetric coils
where for shielding reasons additional magnetic conduc-
tive materials are inserted. The corresponding electric field
is excited by a high voltage source applied to the electrodes
resulting in a static vertically oriented homogeneous elec-
tric field strength.
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Figure 1: Schematic computational model of a Wien filter.

FIELD CALCULATION

Prior to realistic beam dynamics simulations for either
practical design purposes or academic researches the three-
dimensional (3D) distribution of the electric and magnetic
fields in the whole structure has to be determined. In con-
trast to the design process where all components of the
fields are necessary, the subsequent beam dynamics sim-
ulations rely upon the field values only in the areas covered
by the particle beam. Due to the fact that those areas are
also accessible by measurement devices, the measured data
can serve as reference.

During the design process when no real physical device
is available, only simulated data can be used. Once a de-
tailed simulation model has been set up, all necessary field
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components can be utilized for further needs. All compu-
tations have been performed numerically within the CST
Design Environment [2] in two steps. Firstly, a magneto-
static simulation is run to obtain the full 3D distribution of
the magnetic field strength and the magnetic flux density.
After that, an electrostatic simulation is initiated deliver-
ing a full 3D distribution of the electric field strength and
electric flux density.

The whole Wien filter is discretized with the help of a
computational mesh where all geometrical details in con-
nection with the material properties have to be resolved.
After the consecutive runs of the electrostatic and magne-
tostatic solvers, all needed field components are available.

FIELD EXTRACTION

Since the beam dynamics simulations require a small
fraction of the full field data only this necessary infor-
mation is extracted from the whole computational model.
Usually, the fields in the areas accessible by the particle
beam is transferred as a 3D field map. A significant reduc-
tion of data can be achieved while maintaining the quality
if the field possesses certain symmetry properties.

Multipole Expansion

One design goal for the Wien filter is to obtain an ideal
homogeneous transversal electric field strength and mag-
netic flux density mutually perpendicular to each other
within the whole domain neglecting fringe field effects. In
the real setup those perfect fields can hardly be realized
and one has to optimize the final setup in a way that the
physical needs are safely satisfied. To measure the quality
of the fields, the coefficients of their multipole expansions
are applied. For this purpose one monitors the tangential
field components on different radii of concentric circles
transversal to the axis of the Wien filter.

In Fig. 2, the multipole coefficients in logarithmic scale
normalized to the dipole field strength are displayed up to
order 40. From the specified data one can conclude that in-
dependent of the radius and field type, the sextupole com-
ponent represents the most important disturbance to the
aimed dipole fields. In this connection the magnetic flux
density is more concerned than the electric field strength.
Furthermore, the analysis also identifies that even for the
largest examined radius of r = 6 mm those parasitic
field components are negligible compared to the dominant
dipole components of the fields.

Fringe Fields

The multipole expansion of the electric as well as the
magnetic field leads to the conclusion that no further field
component except the dipole part has to be included during
the extraction procedure. However, the preferable instan-
taneous appearance of fields inside the Wien filter device
is too simplistic and is not able to represent the physical
behavior of charged particles passing through.
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Figure 2: Normalized multipole moments of the electric
field strength and the magnetic flux density in logarithmic
scale measured in the center of the Wien filter.

A rigorous derivation of a proper functional description
can be obtained with the help of MAXWELL equations in
free space. Following the so called paraxial approach one
is able to derive for example the electrical field components
in cylindrical coordinates (r,ϕ,z)

Er =
[
α(z) − 3

8r2α′′(z) + . . .
]
· sin ϕ

Eϕ =
[
α(z) − 3

8r2α′′(z) + . . .
]
· cosϕ

Ez =
[
α′(z)r − 1

8r3α′′′(z) + . . .
]
· sin ϕ

as a function of the longitudinal variable dipole weight
α(z). The specified derivation is in particular valid for
the vacuum region inside the beam tube. All described
fields are subsequently used in beam dynamics simulations
in Cartesian coordinates leading to

Ex = 0 − 1
4α′′(z)xy + . . .

Ey = α(z) − 1
8α′′(z)(x2 + 3y2) + . . .

Ez = α′(z)y − 1
8α′′′(z)(x2 + y2)y + . . . .

The corresponding series expansion of the magnetic flux
density can be obtained from the electrical one by exchang-
ing both the x and y coordinates as well as the x and y
components. In Fig. 3, the extracted dipole strength as a
function of the longitudinal coordinate is specified. From
the series expansion one can conclude that the evaluation
of the main field component along the longitudinal axis
(x = y = 0) automatically yields the appropriate dipole
strength.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the main field components along
the longitudinal coordinate of the Wien filter.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Once the external electric field strength together with the
magnetic flux density are known at least in those areas of
the device which are accessible by charged particles, the
desired beam dynamics studies can be performed.

Computational Model

Instead of tracking individual charged particles in given
external fields, the model of ensembles for beam dynam-
ics simulations [3] can be successfully applied if one is in-
terested in collective parameters like mean positions and
dimensions, total energy and energy spreads as well as pro-
jected emittances rather than individual particle dynamics.

Any involved ensemble is modeled with the help of the
moment approach [4]. In the frame of this approach the
moments of the particle distribution function are applied
instead of the density function itself. The time evolution of
all involved moment parameters is expressed as follows [5]:

∂ <μ>

c ∂t
= < grad<�r>(μ) > · <

�p

γ
>

+ < grad<�p>(μ) > · <
�F

m0c2
>

+ < grad�r(μ) · �p

γ
> + < grad�p(μ) ·

�F

m0c2
>

where the notation < μ > is used to specify the weighted
mean value of any parameter μ. The weighting itself is
performed via integrating over the whole phase space us-
ing the phase space density function as a weight. Usually,
the parameters μ are chosen such that the first order raw
moments as well as the higher order centralized moments
are obtained during the weighting process.

The specified Lorentz force �F = q · ( �E + �v × �B) can
be separated into the internal space charge force �Fsc and
the external force �Fext stipulated by the specific setup of
the single beam line elements. The knowledge of a proper
series expansion for the electric field strength �E and the
magnetic flux density �B enables to construct the necessary
series description also for the applied forces. Once all se-

ries terms are stated, the beam dynamics simulations based
on the moment approach can be performed.

Implementation

Any manual implementation of the fundamental system
of ordinary differential equations is a time-consuming task:
in the lowest order approximation already 27 degrees of
freedom have to be considered to construct the numerical
update equations which increases further to 83, 209, 461,
923, . . . if higher oder moments are considered. The inter-
nal feedback as well as the interaction with the surround-
ings have also to be taken into account where the influence
of external forces varies from one beam line elements to
another so that each contribution has to be reimplemented
in any particular case.

However, it is possible to create all the involved update
equations automatically with the help of symbolic alge-
bra transformations. Following this route, the fundamental
equations are generated right from the series expansion of
the applied fields. The only manual work herein consists in
providing a physically motivated field description. For the
beam dynamics simulation tool V-CODE [5] the proposed
technique has been recently implemented. A successful ap-
plication of the code can be found in [6].

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper the utilization of a Wien filter within the
beam dynamics simulation tool V-CODE is demonstrated.
As the key ingredient a series expansion of the applied
forces is mandatory leading to the necessity of providing
a series expansion for the electric and magnetic fields. In
case the fields possess certain symmetries, an extremely ef-
ficient way to transfer all field components from the field
solvers to the beam dynamic simulation software can be
applied. In particular, the proposed axial multipole expan-
sion can be incorporated in a straightforward way into the
moment approach. This advantage can be fully exploited
within the beam dynamics simulation of a Wien filter if all
contributions from higher order multipoles are negligible.
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